You can use any of these methods to contact us:

**Telephone:** (+98)(31) 3220-2692 or (+98)(31) 3220-2740, **Fax:** (+98)(31) 3220-4679

**Email address:** iranhotel@iranhotel.biz

**Hotel address (English):** Iran Hotel, Chahar Bagh Abbasi Ave. – Sepahan Lane, Postal Code 81356-43998, Isfahan, Iran

**Hotel address (Farsi):** ایران هتل - اصفهان - خیابان چهارباغ عباسی، کوچه سپاهان

**Please Note:** City of Isfahan has closed parts of the Chaharbagh Abbasi St. due to Metro / Subway construction. When you arrive, taxi will either drop you off at Imam Hussain square or at the intersection of Sheykh Bahaei St. and Chaharbagh Abbasi St. which is a short walk to the hotel.